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What’s New with Solar?
The International Energy Agency (IEA) expects that by
2050, the sun could be the world’s largest source of
electricity. This is due to a significant decrease over the last
few years in the cost of photovoltaic (PV) modules which
convert sunlight directly into electricity. IEA roadmaps show
how solar PV could generate 16% of the world’s energy by
2050 while solar thermal energy (STE) from concentrating
solar power could generate an additional 11%. 137 Gigawatts
(GW) capacity of solar PV were installed worldwide at the
end of 2013. Deployment of PV has been much faster than
STE, but it is expected by 2030 that STE will start taking off
and PV will lose some of its market shares to STE. China is
expected to be the leading country in solar PV, with the USA
as a close second. STE will expand and be successful in
sunny areas of the world such as Africa, India, the Middle
East, Australia and the US.
Since 2008, installed solar energy in the United States has
grown from 1.2 GW to 20 GW today. This can power up to 4
million homes and the market is expanding rapidly. Since
2010 solar PV panel costs have dropped by 60% and the
cost of the overall solar electric system has dropped by 50%.
Jobs in solar power have increased 22% in the United States
since 2013 and 1 out of every 78 jobs created over the past
12 months is in the solar energy industry.
As emergent technologies, two new solar technologies are
capturing interest. These technologies are building-integrated
photovoltaics (BIPV) and thin-film solar cell (TFSC). BIPV are
photovoltaic materials that are used to replace conventional
building materials in parts of the building envelope. There are

several available forms of BIPV for use on flat or pitched
roofs, on facades, and in glazing. BIPV is increasingly being
used in newly constructed buildings as a primary or ancillary
source of electrical power. The advantage of integrated PV is
that the initial cost is offset by reducing the amount spent on
building materials and labour that would normally be used to
construct the part of the building that the BIPV modules
replace. Incentives are currently being offered by many
governments for using BIPV. As of 2006 France has offered
the highest incentive at 0.25 Euros/kWh. Similar incentives
exist in other countries in the EU, as well as in the United
States and China.
TFSC is a solar cell that is made by depositing one or more
thin layers of PV on a substrate such as glass or metal.
Although they are inexpensive, they have always been less
efficient than conventional silicon cells. Improvements
however have been made over the years and lab cell
efficiency is now beyond 21% allowing solar cells to
outperform multi-crystalline silicon. Based on lab testing
TFSC have the potential to have a lifespan of 25 years.
Solar production in China has grown by a multiple of 17
in the past 4 years. China installed 10GW in 2014 and 18
GW of solar PV energy in 2015. For perspective, the
Three Gorges Dam, the largest hydro-electric project in
the world generates 22.5GW took 27 years to build.
Investment in solar technologies is ramping up rapidly. It
is important to stay informed of these changes as they
present potential profit opportunities and disruptive
impacts on specific industry sectors.
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The Rise of Telecommuting
According to Statistics Canada 19% of Canadians
worked from home in 2008. 73% of Canadian workers
will do at least some mobile work by 2016 (IDC Canadian
Mobile Worker Forecast 2012-2016). Telecommuting is a
work arrangement in which employees do not commute to an
office or place of work, but rather work from home, a remote
office or are completely mobile. It can be done either as a fulltime, part-time, or occasional activity in the workplace.
Telecommuting began in the 1970’s when telephone lines
were used as network bridges between satellite offices. By
the 1980’s personal computers and terminal emulation
allowed branch offices and home workers to link to the
organizational mainframes.

Board established a policy which guides federal departments
and agencies in creating telework opportunities and is active
in telework promotion and training. In the United States, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) also sponsors the
Best Workplaces for Commuting Program which promotes
telecommuting as a sustainable option, develops information
tools for employers, and recognizes businesses that make
telework a viable option. Local governments in Canada have
also adopted pro-telecommuting policies. The City of Calgary
has telework as one of its 15 key environmental priorities.
Non-profits also help promote telecommuting including
Voyagez Futé (Montreal) and the Smart Commute
Association (GTA and Hamilton).

Technology facilitating telecommuting includes groupware,
virtual private networks, conference calling, video
conferencing, virtual call centre, and voice over IP. As cloud
computing technology, tablets and smartphones phased in
they provided significant improvements in sharing information
while working on the move. Desktop virtualization is one new
tool that is emerging, allowing workers to use mobile devices
to access any legacy application or operating system without
any underlying operation or compatibility issues.

The challenges associated with telecommuting include: a lack
of on-site management, initial set-up costs, assurances of
employee health and safety, security and confidentiality, and
labour agreements. Employees should be considered for
telework if they are self-disciplined and motivated, able to
work independently, skilled at problem solving, highly
organized, responsible and trustworthy, and are able to ask
for feedback and help when necessary. In 2008, 23% of
Canadian telecommuters were professionals and managers.
While telecommuting is not suited to many work situations it
does suit itself to areas of research, writing, design,
programming, data analysis, actuarial work, customer and
technical services, sales and marketing.

Telework centers are being developed to meet
telecommuting needs and are set up close to a majority of
workers who would otherwise have to drive or take public
transit. These centres feature office equipment and high
speed internet to allow full productivity, and occasionally
feature support staff and other amenities. Remote office
centres (ROCs) are similar to telework centres. They are
distributed centres that lease office space to individuals from
multiple different companies.
Governments and NGOs are currently finding ways to
integrate telework into the workplace. Canada’s Treasury

Benefits to businesses which incorporate telecommuting
include greater employee motivation and productivity,
enhanced employee recruitment and retention, and
reduced real estate costs. Traffic congestion in Metro
Vancouver costs $1.4 billion annually. Using telework
many employers can improve health and safety, reduce
emissions and the costs associated with commuting to
their workplace for some if not all of their employees.
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